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ProQuest’s Health and Medicine Ebook
Subscription™
15,900+ TITLES

VERY AFFORDABLE

UNLIMITED ACCESS

ProQuest’s Health & Medicine Ebook Subscription offers anytime, anywhere access to more than 15,900 ebooks
carefully curated to support the needs of any academic or community college medical program. The collection
spans topics from nursing, allied health, psychology, diseases, anatomy/physiology, biology, chemical
engineering, and much more.
More than 100 university presses contribute to this subscription including Oxford UP, University of California
Press, Rutgers UP, Columbia UP, Cornell UP, and Johns Hopkins UP. Other notable publishers include Routledge,
John Wiley & Sons, Springer Publishing Company, Wolters Kluwer Health, Elsevier Science & Technology, and
Thieme Medical Publishers.
The subscription includes more than 650 Doody’s, CHOICE and RCL award winning titles. It also includes a
growing selection of Wiley titles that are only available in subscription through ProQuest including Doody’s award
winners, “Medical Ethics, Law and Communication at a Glance (2016),” “Health Promotion Programs: From
Theory to Practice (2016),” and “Basic Pharmacokinetics and Pharmacodynamics: An Integrated Textbook and
Computer Simulations (2016).”
All ProQuest subscriptions are delivered on the Ebook Central platform, which offers DRM-free chapter
downloads, bookshelves, annotating and other features that enhance the research experience and improve
outcomes. ProQuest is also the only ebook provider that offers both session and user-based usage data with
Patron Analytics. Subscriptions offer unlimited multi-user access, continue to grow, and are affordably priced
based on full-time equivalent (FTE) students. If libraries were to purchase every title in this subscription under a
single user perpetual access model it would cost nearly $1.4 million.

WILEY TITLES ONLY
AVAILABLE WITH PROQUEST
SUBSCRIPTION:

proquest.com
To talk to the sales department, contact us at
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.

Award winners

Offering journals alone won’t give your researchers — or faculty — the support they need. Offer a diverse
collection comprised of books and ebooks, along with other resources, to help researchers succeed. According
to a 2017 ProQuest survey, nearly 100% of faculty recommend ebooks to their students and almost 80% use
ebooks in their research.

CONTENT DIVERSITY IS CRITICAL.
In 2017, ProQuest asked researchers from around the globe what types of resources they use in their research.
Two out of three respondents indicated they use every content type with books and ebooks being the most
popular.
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10 SUBJECT SPECIFIC COLLECTIONS THAT CAN BE LICENSED SEPARATELY AND ALIGN
WITH OTHER PROQUEST DATABASES.
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FOR THE GREATEST VALUE, CHOOSE ACADEMIC
COMPLETE.
Our ten subject subscriptions are subsets of our flagship product
Academic Complete, which is trusted by thousands of libraries
around the globe. Focused on quality over quantity, Academic
Complete offers over 185,000 multi-disciplinary ebooks from
renowned publishers including a growing number of unique
Wiley titles. It also offers complimentary technologies for driving
usage and discovery including seven Syndetics Unbound
enrichment elements and the Book Display Widget. Also inquire
about our University Press Ebook Subscription and Reference
Ebook Subscription. Both are designed to work better together
with Academic Complete.

proquest.com

To talk to the sales department, contact us at
1-800-779-0137 or sales@proquest.com.

“Academic Complete helps us to
provide more ebooks for undergrads
in subject areas in which we might not
always choose to purchase ebooks. The
interface has always been the simplest
to use, and the one that our users seem
to like the most. Also, the multiple users
for every title is invaluable - we never
have to worry about turnaways.”
- Anne Cerstvik Nolan, Electronic Resources
Librarian, Brown University Library

